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Abstract: The question of knowledge permeates our society since the days of the Greek Philosophers. According to some “knowledge” is what allows men to solve their everyday problems. This article goal is to conceptualize knowledge regarding the individual learning of the human being: in the eyes of the cognitivists; following the optics of connectionism; and in accordance with the autopoietic approach. By way of an epiphany we discuss the knowledge in an integrated vision that understands each of the three concepts as aspects of the same reality. Therefore, the methodology used was a descriptive exploratory research, a qualitative approach, which allowed, in the end, infers some considerations on the question of knowledge in a broader and more comprehensive approach.
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I. Introduction

"El ver0064adero pintor es aquel que es capaz de pintar escenas extraordinarias en medio de un desierto vacío. El verdadero pintor es aquel que es capaz de pintar pacientemente una pera rodeado de los tumultos de la historia." (Salvador Dalí)

The Cognition Sciences are connected to the work of the mathematical, logical and computer scientist Alan Turing and his experiments related to intelligence. The idea of this scientist was to create a machine that simulates the mind of a baby, that is, the human being at birth and submit him to an educational process. The universal Turing machine, created in 1936, inspired John von Neumann and others. Subjected to cultural persecution because of his sexual orientation, Turing committed suicide in 1952, before completing his research on human knowledge.

Two currents arise at this period. One who defends a symbolic architecture, classical cognitive vision and another connectionist. The symbolic architecture, cognitive, follows the development of the first computers. Ada Lovelace, daughter of Lord Byron, already predicted in the nineteenth century that Babbage's machine, great-grandfather of today's computers, could operate not only with numbers, but also with any kind of symbols. The knowledge would be represented by symbols within the human mind and learning would be building (empiricists) or awakening (idealists) symbols. This cognitive view of knowledge will serve as inspiration for the production of the Neumann digital machine and the Expert Systems.

In “The Mind's New Science: A History of the Cognitive Revolution”, Howard Gardner tells the story of cognitive sciences. In the Hixon Symposium dated 1948, in which John von Neumann, Warren McCulloch and the biologist Karl Lashley lectured, the way in which the Nervous System controls the behavior was discussed.

“I define Cognitive Science as a contemporary, empirically based effort to answer long standing epistemological questions – particularly those concerned with the nature of knowledge, its components, its sources, its development, and its deployment.” (op. Cit., 1985)

The Macy Jr. Foundation is always mentioned when speaking of a Cognition Sciences’ history. From 1946 till 1953, ten meetings were held and each lasted for two days.

The causes and responses of the mechanisms associated to the biological and social system were the main issue: “Circular Causal and Feedback Mechanisms in Biological and Social Systems”. The presence of scientists from different fields of knowledge led to an initial difficulty in the work, mainly regarding the communication between the participating members, each speaking in the language of their own disciplines. For
the dialogue to take place it was necessary to learn these new languages, which required time and conviviality between the participants.

In these meetings researchers as Gregory Bateson, Margaret Mead, Warren McCulloch, Norbert Wiener, John Von Neumann, Walter Pitts, Kurt Lewin, Heinz Von Foster and Warren McCulloch gathered. These studies led to concepts that founded all modern science. One of the fields inaugurated is what we know today by cybernetics.

How does the brain work from the error using the information from there obtained to, later, to achieve this hit? The founding fathers of cybernetics were John von Neumann, Nobert Wiener and Warren McCulloch. (...) Unlike the behaviorists' view that brains functioned as a result of external stimuli, these researchers propose that the brain would be like a connectionist formed by connections between cells, in a closed system in itself. (FIALHO, 2011, p.16)

Related to McCulloch's studies, there are those by Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varella initially during the 1970s to explain the difference between living beings and machines (From Machines and Living Beings). Both produced the theory of autopoiesis. “All doing leads to a knowledge and all knowledge is a creation. We do not know the world, but we create to attempt to know it and we (re) create in the process”.

The theory of autopoiesis explains knowledge as emerging from the network connections that bind and complete each other, in other words, a system of complex connections that unite and relate one another. According to Esteban-Guitart and Moll (2014) knowledge is the result of experiences lived by people, including their social interaction. Knowledge is shared through the relationships’ network and it is checked by this same network.

As it can be seen, the cognitive science is interdisciplinary, using different lenses, in other words, of the different perspectives of the disciplines in order to understand thereof. Therefore, this article aims to conceptualize the knowledge regarding the individual learning of the human being in the cognitive view; on the perspective of the connectionists; and within the autopoietic approach. By way of an epiphany the knowledge in a global view is discussed which sees the three concepts as aspects of the same reality.

II. Knowledge In View Of Cognitivists

Herbert Alexander Simon was one of the first to study the issue of problem solving through creative thinking. For this author the scientific research process is related to the discovery situations.

Simon studied the issue of invention related to cognitive processes linked to the act of thinking of the human being leading it to problems resolution imbued with in their historical, cultural and social context. This situation can be represented, according to this author, through the computer, because it is the only one who can simulate the procedures of the human psyche: “to imitate the human thought processes such those that are actually produced in the human brain on the problems’ resolution (and other cognitive activities and from any type)” (SIMON, 1977: 265).

To develop new ways in which the human being can acquire knowledge it is necessary to understand how this process happens inside our brains. Simon explains: “only a deeper understanding of how the human mind works can help us find some means to improve them” (1984: 116).

For this author discovering is something rare. There are no differences between the resolution of our daily problems of our day to day or problems of scientific order in a research setting. Innovation has no secrets, it occurs through simple elements experienced in our reality “the secret of innovation is that there is no secret. It is accomplished by making complex combinations of simple elements play” (SIMON, 1960: 69).

Simon (1984) proposes that everything can be explained by the knowledge structures and by a selective amnesiac which are at the basis of the procedure to solve problems. These are linked to the issues related to our short and long-term memory.

The first mechanism (short term memory) work without taking his eyes off to not lose the way, and the second (long-term memory) rejects the finished. The second stores its rejections in disorder. The researcher is guided by a map of poorly maintained hikes in immediate memory. When he is found in front of an impasse, he can leave this way and forget the walk maps initially adopted. When exploring another way, he keeps in its permanent memory the stored information at the first attempt as rudimentary knowledge of the initial walk map;

new symbolic structures can then rearrange otherwise these elements sand make room for new walking maps. (MACHADO, 2010,p. 2)

Another point in Simon's conception is concerning the discovery that the knowledge acquired by the discovery occurs through psychological processes and that are the same for the first and to reinvent the question "This is why, the Bacon program, using the same data as those that the early inventors had (Kepler and Ohm) get to the same laws, he (re)discovers. Bacon demonstrates that the organization of the processes necessary to make scientific discoveries iessentially the same as that required by the majority of problem solving systems " (SIMON, 1984: 14)."

Knowledge is accomplished through discoveries of theoretical processes of cognitive science which permits the human being to discover through perception, or cognition a way to explain the world in the best possible way, in other words, the representation of the world around him the most accurately possible.

In this approach knowledge is conceptualized as a grouping of world representations, formed by a number of circumstances which compose our daily lives. Therefore the knowledge is the result of our sensory experiences, an explanation / representation of the reality that surrounds us.

The first calculators operated on numbers. Ada Lovelace in a Pythagorean epiphany already predicted that it would be possible to operate on any type of symbols. Computers could write poetry or compose music (as they already do), but they would never be able to display intelligence.

The Lady Lovelace's argument was refuted by Turing. Will symbolic architecture machines be able to become intelligent? For those who defend a connectionist architecture, the answer is no.

The symbolic machine has inputs and outputs. Symbols are processed and new symbols are created.

To emulate any brain simply put in the memory existing symbols and copy program that it uses to process external symbols and build new symbols.

If this idea were true, today we would already have intelligent machines.

III. Knowledge In The Connectionists' View

The books know by heart thousands of poems. What a memory! (Paulo Leminski)

John McCarthy and Marvin Minsky organized in Dartmouth College, in 1956, a conference that would have marked the beginning of "Artificial Intelligence", as science. At the time of the "Expert Systems" it was believed that symbolic machines could become intelligent. John Von Neumann, the creator of the current computer architecture, noticed before his death, in 1976, that, back then, the architecture of the human brain is different from computers': "logic will have to undergo a pseudomorphosis to neurology".

Proponents of the connectionist’s view insist that it is not enough to just operate on symbols to build new symbols, but it is necessary to imitate the human brain architecture. The brain is, undoubtedly, digital, but not only digital. We are analog machines able to operate on the mystery and, from it, extract heuristics and algorithms.

Douglas Hofstadter (1979) in his book “Godel, Escher and Bach” claims that in order to reach the Artificial Intelligence one must understand how the human imagination occurs.

Walter Isaacson (2014) explains the concept in a humorous way: “Ask Google an objective question as: “What is the depth of the Red Sea?”, and he will instantly answer “2211” meters, something that not even your smartest friends would know. Ask it an easy question as “does an alligator know how to play basketball?”, and Google will not have a clue, even though a two years old child would able to answer, after laughing a lot”.

How to create machines with sense of humor and able to show emotions? The human brain is not only digital and analog, but it works in a distributed manner as a network within networks.

Connectionist machine functions as a parallel computer composed of billions of neurons (for now the machines are at the granularity of millions).

The network learns from its operating, adjusting their synapses to find appropriate responses.

Cognitive wealth takes place in interactions. We are networks within networks, in the learning process.

---
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IV. Knowledge In The Autopoietic Vision

Socrates, my master, is my friend but a greater friend is truth. (Aristotle)

Maturana and Varela established the autopoiesis theory, which is based on the idea that living things manufacture themselves. While allopoietic machines produce “outward, for the world”, autopoietic machines produce to themselves. These scientists propose to understand the autonomous nature of biological organization and understand how the identity can be maintained throughout the evolution that generates the diversity.

In the book “Tree of Knowledge” Varela (1989, p. 219) summarizes the two fundamental theses that had great impact after 1946.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic logic operation</th>
<th>Heteronomous systems</th>
<th>Autonomous systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of organization</td>
<td>Input / Outputtransfer functions</td>
<td>Operational closureown behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction Mode</td>
<td>a world given with instructions and representations</td>
<td>a world emerging of meanings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical basis</td>
<td>John Von Neumann</td>
<td>Norbert Wiener</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart 1. The autonomous and heteronomous views in many fields

Maturana brings two important contributions. First of all, herejects the conception of intelligence as an independent individual attribute. Intelligence is not an individual capacity, but relational. Our action, in the fabric of social relations, reveals our intelligent behavior. Intelligent behavior is contextual, itmanifests itself in the context. The intelligent behavior manifests itself in the relation with the other – “consensual domain” – and with the environment – “ontogenetic adaptation”. It takes place, therefore, through the flexibility and consensuality.

Manguel mentioned by Paulo Freire already said that we are letters in the pages of a great book and that, when we change, we modify this book. Maturana talks about a walker on the beach. At the end of the walk nor the beach nor the walker are the same any more.

In the autopoiesis' theory what matters is not the representation, but the action. Piaget had already said that his theory was a gestaltkreis. Not just a “whole”, but a “whole” on which it operates to get a result. Knowing is creating. Knowing is a process and not a “thing”.

---
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The universe is a quantum and complex hypertext meaning network. We are a network within this network, changing, modifying the networks: “The whole” of which we are part of.

Knowing is not individual, but collective. We are in continuous interaction with others outside of ourselves and others within us.

The autopoietic machine has nor inputs nor outputs. It works through internal disturbances.

For Maturana, the term “autopoesis” means the "center of the constitutive dynamics of living beings ". Living beings are at the same time independent and dependent. Therefore, it is a paradox.

Our internal famines force us to open ourselves to the world intentionally, in search of something to quench hungers. This is an “active” and not "reactive" machine.

![Image 4](http://cristianegantus.blogspot.com.br/2012/10/autopoiese-cultura-e-sociedade-por.html)

### V. Knowledge In An Integral Vision

*It is stupid to ask the gods for what one can achieve alone. (Epicurus)*

Baruch Spinoza already claimed in the sixteenth century that the action of God is a necessary manifestation of his essence. It is a being which causes to itself, which produces itself. Here it is, surely, what three centuries later would be called self-production, says Humberto Mariotti.

Piaget says that the child explains the man. The first type of reasoning, a kind of proto-reasoning, is the discovery by accident, which occurs, practically, from the beginning of the baby's life. The way in which knowledge manifests is best explained by the autopoiesis theory. The sensorimotor schemas engine of the type of the autopoietic machine.

By the age of two, for the child, there are two planes of reality: the toy plane, in which the world's data are assimilated to the I of the child, with the dominance of fantasy, and the observation plane, when accommodation occurs, that is, the I of the child is subjected to data from the outside world. Neural networks began their learning process: Synapses are established and children learn by imitation, behaving as a connectionist machine.

Immanuel Kant, in the eighteenth century, in his book Critique of Judgment, refers to the organism as a whole which produces itself. Plotinus, exponent of neoplatonism philosophy, had already spoken in auto-causality towards self-production. Darcy Ribeiro used to say that the human being is being built in language.

If at birth we produce ourselves by action, by language, we transform into symbols to interact with other symbols in search of meaning. The symbolic machine is established. The culture will little by little establish the symbolic machine as dominant. The logic starts to prevail over emotion. Learning becomes “unfunny”.

Between seven and eleven years the intellectual egotism will gradually give way to the logical thinking. Symbolic schemes become, now, concrete representational schemes, true mental schemes in which reality becomes structured by reason and not by the egocentric assimilation. We look, more and more, like the symbolic architecture machines.

---
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The child learns to represent the world through signs and symbols, in other words, images and words. He constantly rearranges his picture of the world through imaginary toys, conversation, inquiry, listening and experimentation. Then, the internalization of action schemes begins, in the form of representations. At the age of five, more or less, representative organizations are established, whether as static configurations, or under an assimilation to the action itself.

With the formal operational structures, that begin to form at about eleven or twelve years, we reach the stage of the development process in which the operations are freed from the psychological context of the actions of the subject. Knowledge goes beyond the real to be inserted into the possible and to relate directly to the possible to the necessary, without the necessary mediation of concrete. The work is on hypothesis and not on objects.

The child studied by Piaget is not the same today. The child of this new millennium navigates through networks, he learns to build knowledge through interaction not only with human, but also with devices.

Before, the end of education was the transformation of the human into machine. We learned to operate over symbols. The linguistic intelligence and logical-mathematical were privileged. By the end of the educational process we were invited to exchange our humanity by the cold logic of calculations and predictions.

In contrast to this reality of the past, technology comes virtualizing the world. In the past the interactions were few and limited to a single cultural horizon. The internal neural networks reproduce themselves, now in cyberspace. We are neurons of a huge collective brain. All the time we are extending synapses to new and charming worlds.

We talk about a community of practice, places where there is a "situated learning", which emphasizes a social and cultural-historical understanding that understands the person in his totality, in his relationship with the community where he is located, and not as a being who submit himself to the role of recipient of a body of knowledge about facts related to the world (SENSE; BADHAM, 2008).

Jane Lave (1991) states that any form of knowledge lies at the power to negotiate the meaning of the past and the future, to build the meaning of the circumstances of the present. It increases also the need to locate where learning occurs, contextualizing it and placing it, presenting its social, historical, cultural, economic and political peculiarities, such that the analyzed circumstances are delimited with the purpose of not detaching the learning process from the locus in where it occurs. After all, “the meaning does not exist within us nor in the outside world, but in the dynamic relationship of living in the world” (WENGER, 1998, p. 54).

Through metaphors and metonymies we notice the reaction of connectionist and autopoietic machines operating within these networks. The language of the ego, symbolic and logical, of the incontestable truths, loses ground to the language of the soul full of doubts that Edgar Morin talks about. The first wants to impose by rhetoric, the second only wants to share memories.

The abduction invents or proposes a hypothesis. The deduction explains the hypotheses, deducing from them the necessary conclusions that can be tested. Induction consists of process the hypotheses' testing (FANN, 1970, p. 10; GHIZZI, 2006). The abduction has similarities with the understanding that we have of intuition. (SANTAELLA, 2004, p. 47). We only understand what we are prepared to interpret. (PEIRCE, 1998, 2010)

Ari Raynsford, Doctor in nuclear engineering degree (EngD) from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), based on the full theory of Ken Wilber, intends to fully understand the development and actions of man on Earth. In “Five Minds for the Future” Howard Gardner compares Wilber to Peirce (of Semiotics), who would be “polymaths” (an interdisciplinary team contained in one single man).

We call human machine the ones that manifest, at the same time, as symbolic, connectionist and autopoietic, which do not act in opposition, but in a complementary way. It is from the cooperatively operation of these machines that is intended to build the man of the new Millennium.

The image 5 shows a Klein bottle, which is obtained by bonding two strips of Mobius. It has no borders, left or right, inside and outside. This is a continuum that opens to infinity.
VI. Conclusions

I am nothing.
I'll never be anything.
I couldn't want to be something.
Apart from that, I have in me all the dreams in the world. (Fernando Pessoa)

Teilhard de Chardin\(^{10}\) believed that intelligence would be an emergency, due to the complexity of the relationships that an entity established with the universe around it.

According to Roger Martin, we are immersed in mystery. We use our different types of reasoning to extract from this mystery, heuristics. Heuristics are rules that usually works, but not in all circumstances. Algorithms are prescriptions for solving a given problem.


The symbolic machine is not capable of operating on the mysteries, the most that it is able to do is to establish heuristic and employ algorithms. The connectionist machine adjusts neurons and synapses to adapt itself to the world. The autopoietic machine is a closed system that only opens for internal disturbances.

The education of the past deposited algorithms in the minds of students, truths handed down from generation to generation. Errors that with time make us believe to be truths, said Gilles Deleuze.

The education of the future works with the uncertainties learns about the mystery and teaches us to love it and not fear it. Transforms each student into a wandering metamorphosis that creates worlds and it is recreated in the process.

It is obvious that a new pedagogy is an urgent need, that explores all the possibilities of the machines, symbolic, connectionist and autopoietic that we are. This new pedagogy, but it cannot forget that we are much more than that. We are mystery in search of meaning.
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